WARNING: PLEASE READ THE ENCLOSED CONSUMER INFORMATION AND PRECAUTIONS BOOKLET CAREFULLY BEFORE USING YOUR NINTENDO HARDWARE SYSTEM OR GAME PAK.
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STORY
IN ANCIENT TIMES, BEFORE THE RISE OF THE
MIGHTY WARLORDS, THE WICKED DEMON KING
RULED THE MOUNTAIN REALM. FOR EONS
UNKNOWN, THE STRENGTH OF THE MASTER
SENSEI AND THE SORCERY OF THE WIZARD
MAGE THwartED THE DEMON KING'S EFFORTS
TO ENSLAVE MANKIND. BUT, WHILE THE DEMON
KING LIVES ETERNAL, THE MASTER SENSEI WAS
BUT A MORTAL, AND ONLY THROUGH THE MAGIC
OF THE WIZARD MAGE HAD HE SURVIVED SO
LONG. ALAS, EVEN THE ARCANE POWER OF THE
WIZARD MAGE COULD NOT KEEP THE MASTER
ALIVE FOREVER. SO, AS HIS POWER BEGAN TO
WANE, THE MASTER SOUGHT A PRODIGY...A MAN
OF COURAGE AND HONOR TO MAINTAIN THE
RESPONSIBILITY OF PROTECTING MANKIND FROM
THE EVIL DEMON KING. AFTER AN EXHAUSTING
SEARCH, THE MASTER SENSEI FOUND THE
DESTINED ONE, AND HIS RIGOROUS TRAINING
BEGAN...
WEAKENED STATE, THE MASTER SENSES THE TIDE OF BATTLE BEGINNING TO FLOW AGAINST HIM, AND HE SUMMONS THE WIZARD MAGE WITH THE LAST OF HIS DESPERATE STRENGTH. IN PANIC FOR HIS LIFE, THE DEMON KING TRANSPORTS HIMSELF FAR INTO THE FUTURE TO ESCAPE, LEAVING BEHIND THE HELPLESS STUDENT TO MOURN OVER THE LIFELESS BODY OF HIS HONORED SENSEI.

WITH THE DEMON KING ESCAPED, AND THE MASTER SENSEI DEAD, THE MIST OF THE WIZARD MAGE ENFOLDS THE YOUNG WARRIOR. "YOUR TRAINING IS YET INCOMPLETE, BUT IT MUST BE
ENOUGH," BREATHE THE SPIRIT, "THE DEMON KING KNOWS I CANNOT FIGHT HIM ALONE AS I HAVE NO STRENGTH OF MY OWN, AND MUST DRAW POWER FROM SOMEONE LIKE YOU. THE BALANCE OF YOUR EDUCATION LIES WITH ME, BUT WE HAVE NO TIME TO TRAIN. YOU MUST SET OFF AFTER THE DEMON KING NOW, WHILE HIS STRENGTH IS DEPLETED, AND I SHALL HELP YOU ALONG THE WAY."
“POINT THE WAY, SPIRIT,” SPOKE THE YOUNG WARRIOR, “MY MASTER’S DEATH SHALL BE AVENGED!”

AND SO BEGAN THE DESTINED JOURNEY OF THE FIRST SAMURAII!
INSERT YOUR FIRST SAMURAI™ GAME PAK INTO YOUR SUPER NINTENDO ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM®, AND SWITCH ON THE POWER. THE "KEMCO PRESENTS" SCREEN WILL APPEAR. PRESS START, AND THE FIRST SAMURAI™ TITLE SCREEN WILL APPEAR. PRESS START AGAIN TO ACCESS THE MENU SCREEN, AND PRESS START AGAIN TO BEGIN THE GAME.

TO SEE THE OPENING DEMO STORY, LET THE FIRST SAMURAI TITLE SCREEN RUN FOR A FEW SECONDS. DO NOT PRESS ANY BUTTONS ON
THE CONTROLLER AND THE DEMO SEQUENCE WILL COMMENCE. TO INTERRUPT AND EXIT THIS DEMO SEQUENCE AND BEGIN PLAY, PRESS THE START BUTTON.
ON THE MENU SCREEN YOU WILL HAVE THE
OPPORTUNITY TO CHOOSE THE BACKGROUND
MUSIC YOU WILL HEAR, AND THE CONTROLLER
LAYOUT. USE YOUR CONTROL PAD TO MOVE THE
PINK CURSOR TO YOUR DESIRED SETTINGS, AND
PRESS START TO BEGIN THE GAME.

**BGM**

**OFF:** ALL MUSIC IS TURNED OFF AND ONLY
SOUND EFFECTS WILL BE HEARD.
A: DIFFERENT MUSIC FOR EACH STAGE ALONG WITH SOUND EFFECTS

B: THE SAME TUNE WILL BE PLAYED ON EACH STAGE, BUT IT IS A MUCH LONGER SONG.

**KEY TYPE**

USE THIS OPTION TO PICK ONE OF THE FOUR CONTROLLER SETUPS THAT FITS YOUR PLAYING STYLE. THE DIFFERENT SETUPS WILL BE SHOWN JUST BELOW YOUR CHOICE. **NOTE:** START AND SELECT CANNOT BE CHANGED.
CONTROLLER FUNCTIONS

NOTE: THIS IS THE DEFAULT CONTROLLER SETUP (SETTING A ON THE MENU SCREEN). SEE PAGE 10 (MENU SCREEN) FOR DETAILS ABOUT CHANGING YOUR CONTROLLER SETUP.

CONTROL PAD: MOVES YOUR SAMURAI LEFT AND RIGHT. PRESS DOWN TO CROUCH. PRESS DOWN AND KICK FOR LOW SWEEP KICKS. PRESS DOWN AND PUNCH FOR LOW JAB PUNCHES. PRESS UP AND SWING SWORD TO SLASH UPWARDS. PRESS DOWN AND SWING SWORD TO SLASH DOWNWARDS.
A BUTTON: USE THE SELECTED ITEM
B BUTTON: JUMP
X BUTTON: KICK, SWING SWORD
Y BUTTON: PUNCH, SWING SWORD
L BUTTON: SELECT ITEM TO BE USED
R BUTTON: SELECT ITEM TO BE USED
START: PAUSE GAME
SELECT: SELECT ITEM TO BE USED

THE SAMURAI MAY CLIMB SOME WALLS:

JUMP AND PRESS THE CONTROL PAD IN THE DIRECTION OF THE WALL TO GRAB ONTO IT. PRESS UP OR DOWN ON THE CONTROL PAD TO CLIMB UP OR DOWN ON THE WALL. PRESS THE B BUTTON TO JUMP AND SPRING OFF THE WALL. TO CLIMB WALLS QUICKLY, PRESS THE B BUTTON TO JUMP AND THEN PRESS THE CONTROL PAD IN THE DIRECTION OF THE WALL TO GRAB ONTO IT. SOME WALLS CANNOT BE CLIMBED.
DESTINY OF THE FIRST SAMURAI

PLAY SCREEN

First Samurai: This is the courageous warrior.

Enemy Demon: Fight these with all the strength the first samurai commands.

Mystic Rune: There are five of these powerful icons that the first samurai must find in each stage.
**LIFE METER:** This shows the first Samurai's remaining life strength. His life depletes when he touches a demon, or falls to an attack. When this arm symbol bar is depleted (if he has no force left) the Samurai dies.

**EXTRA LIVES:** The number of times the first Samurai can reincarnate before he is utterly defeated.

**ITEMS:** These are the objects the first Samurai can use to help him in his quest. Select the item by pressing the R, L or select buttons.

**FORCE METER:** This shows the strength of the first Samurai's spirit. Increase this bar by defeating demons. When the bar indicates 70% or more power, the Samurai can use his Sensei's great katana. When the Samurai's life meter is depleted, all force will be converted to life. Therefore the
FIRST SAMURAI WILL NEVER LOSE A LIFE UNLESS BOTH HIS LIFE AND FORCE ARE COMPLETELY GONE.

ITEMS

MYSTIC RUNES: COLLECT FIVE OF THESE IN EACH STAGE, THEN RELEASE THEM AT THE APPROPRIATE LOCATION TO REVEAL THE DEMON OVERLORD WHO GUARDS THAT ERA. WHEN THE FIRST SAMURAI ARRIVES AT THE DEMON'S LAIR, THE MYSTIC RUNES WILL AUTOMATICALLY SUMMON THE DEMON KING'S OVERLORD TO BATTLE.

MAGIC BELLS: A MAGIC BELL SUMMONS THE WIZARD MAGE TO HELP YOU WITH HIS POTENT SORCERY. THE WIZARD MAGE HAS THE POWER TO CREATE BRIDGES, DESTROY BARRICADES, SUMMON STORMS, AND INVOKE
OTHER BENEFICIAL MAGIC SPELLS TO HELP THE FIRST SAMURAI PASS BY OTHERWISE INSURMOUNTABLE OBSTACLES.

**WARP LANTERNS:** USE THE MAGIC LANTERNS TO WARP INSTANTLY TO THE LAST FORCE POT YOU ACTIVATED.

**FORCE POTS:** THESE ARE SCATTERED THROUGHOUT ALL THE STAGES, AND THEY ACT AS SAVE POINTS. HAVE THE FIRST SAMURAI KNEEL AND MEDITATE BEHIND ONE AND FORCE WILL FLOW INTO THE POT, ACTIVATING IT. AS THE MYSTIC FORCE FILLS THE POT, THE POT TURNS BLUE. WHEN THE SAMURAI HAS FILLED A POT WITH FORCE, HE CAN WARP TO THAT POT AT ANY TIME USING A MAGIC LANTERN, OR IF HE SHOULD LOSE A LIFE, HIS BODY WILL BE REINCARNATED AT THE LAST ACTIVATED POT.
TREASURE CHEST: SLASH OPEN A CHEST TO FIND GOLD AND JEWELS BEYOND YOUR WILDEST DREAMS.

FOOD BASKET: THE FOOD INSIDE WILL REPLENISH THE SAMURAI'S WANING LIFE.

DEMON'S BANE: TOUCH THIS SYMBOL TO UNLEASH THE SPIRIT OF THE WIZARD MAGE AGAINST ALL NEARBY DEMONS.

EXTRA WEAPONS

- KNIFE
- AXE
- GRENADE
USE THESE WEAPONS TO STRIKE VICIOUSLY AT ENEMIES FROM A DISTANCE. BY WALKING OVER AND PICKING UP THE WEAPONS ICONS HE FINDS ALONG THE WAY, THE SAMURAI CAN STOCKPILE AN ARSENAL OF THESE WEAPONS. A WEAPON BECOMES MORE POWERFUL AND INCREASES IN SUPPLY WITH EVERY WEAPON ICON YOU PICK UP. THE SAMURAI CAN ONLY HOLD ONE TYPE OF WEAPON AT A TIME.

**SHURIKEN:** WHEN COLLECTED, THE SHURIKEN CIRCLES THE SAMURAI, AND REPEATEDLY ATTACKS HIS ENEMIES WITH DEADLY ACCURACY. THE SAMURAI CAN ONLY HAVE TWO SHURIKENS WITH HIM AT ANY TIME (SO EVEN IF YOU COLLECT A THIRD, IT WILL NOT HAVE ANY EFFECT). THE SAMURAI LOSES HIS SHURIKENS IF HE LOSES A LIFE.
STAGES

STAGE 1: MYSTIC BATTLEFIELD

IN THE FIRST SAMURAI'S ANCIENT HOME-TIME, THE DEMON KING LEFT BEHIND AN ARMY OF MINIONS TO GUARD HIS MOUNTAIN REALM. SEARCH FOR THE MYSTIC RUNES, AND USE THE MAGIC BELLS TO CALL UPON THE WIZARD MAGE TO HELP DISPEL ANY OBSTACLES THAT PHYSICAL FORCE CANNOT NEUTRALIZE. DEFEAT
THE DRAGON-TWINS, AKAI-RYU AND AOYI-RYU, TO START YOUR QUEST THROUGH TIME.

EXPRESS TRAIN

THE WARRIOR'S MIND. "I'VE DISCOVERED THAT THE DEMON KING BUILT THIS DEVICE AND ONE OTHER TO AID HIM IN HIS TIME TRAVELS. SEIZE CONTROL OF THE TIME TRAIN FROM HIS CREATURES TO HELP LOCK THE DEMON KING IN HIS FUTURE DOMAIN!"

STAGE 2: TOKYO 1999

METROPOLIS, AND WITHOUT THE MASTER SENSEI TO DEFEND IT, THE CITY FELL. NOW LAWLESS CHAOS REIGNS AND THE FIRST SAMURAI MUST FIGHT AGAIN TO RESTORE ORDER AND FREE MANKIND FROM THE DEMON KING’S EVIL GRASP.

TIME ELEVATOR

THE SECOND OF THE DEMON KING’S DEVICES THAT CAN SPAN THE EONS MUST BE DESTROYED FOR THE FIRST SAMURAI TO TRAP THE EVIL RULER IN HIS CURRENT TIME PERIOD. WHEN THE
SAMURAI'S MYSTIC BLADE AND POWERFUL KICKS DISABLE THE CENTRAL GUIDANCE COMPUTER. THE FINAL BATTLE WILL BE AT HAND.

STAGE 3: DEMON PALACE

ONLY WHEN THE FIRST SAMURAI'S POWERS HAVE EXCEEDED THOSE OF HIS FORMER MASTER CAN HE FACE THE DEMON KING IN THIS FUTURE STRONGHOLD. VENGEANCE IS NEAR.
GREATER DEMON OVERLORDS

AKAI-RYU & AOYI-RYU
“RED DRAGON” AND “BLUE DRAGON”

THE DEMON KING’S DRAGON-TWIN PETS
VORACIOUSLY DEFEND THE MOUNTAIN REALM
IN HIS ABSENCE.
OBAKEH – "CORPSE"

Once the greatest living swordsman, this decaying zombie has lost little of his fighting skills. The Demon King's evil magic keeps Obakeh un-dead.
GYAKUSATSU – "SLAUGHTER"

OOZE DRIPS FROM THIS DISGUSTING, OCTOPUS-TENTACLED CREATURE OF THE NETHERWORLD. DON'T BE FOOLED BY HIS UNGAINLY SIZE AND SHAPE, AS HE IS A QUICK AND CUNNING FIGHTER.
SUISEI — "QUICKSILVER"

UPON REACHING THE FUTURE, THE DEMON KING SPAWNS A NEW HYBRID CREATURE. THE ANALYTICAL ATTACK SPEED OF A COMPUTER, COMBINED WITH THE EVIL WILL OF A DEMON, CREATES A FORMIDABLE FOE FOR THE FIRST SAMURAI.
THE DEMON KING

WITH HORROR, THE FIRST SAMURAI REMEMBERS THE DEMON KING'S HIDEOUS VISAGE. NOW, HE MUST FACE THE EVIL KING ALONE...
IF THERE IS AN OBSTACLE YOU CANNOT SEEM TO GET PAST, TRY USING A MAGIC BELL TO SUMMON THE WIZARD MAGE. PERHAPS HE WILL HELP YOU. REMEMBER THAT YOU MUST BE IN THE PRECISE SPOT TO CALL UPON HIS SPIRIT.

SOMETIMES WALLS, FLOORS AND CEILINGS ARE WEAK. TRY TO BREAK THEM WITH FIST, FOOT, OR STEEL TO OPEN A BLOCKED PASSAGE OR FIND A HIDDEN ITEM.
UR LESSONS!

- Once you have collected all five mystic runes, look for the boss' lair and call a demon overlord to battle.

- Keep your force meter high at all times by defeating many smaller demons.

- Never call to battle the demon king or his demon overlords without the great katana in hand.
KEMCO AMERICA, INC.
LIMITED WARRANTY

KEMCO AMERICA, Inc. warrants to the original purchaser of this KEMCO AMERICA, Inc. software product that the medium on which this computer program is recorded is free from defects in material and workmanship for a period of ninety (90) days from the date of purchase. The KEMCO AMERICA, Inc. software program is sold "AS IS" and without any expressed or implied warranty of any kind, and KEMCO AMERICA, Inc. is not liable for any losses or damages of any kind resulting from use of this program.

If the KEMCO AMERICA, Inc. software product fails to comply with this limited warranty, KEMCO AMERICA, Inc. agrees to either repair or replace, at its option, free of charge, the noncomplying KEMCO AMERICA, Inc. software products provided it is returned by the original purchaser, postage paid, with proof of purchase, to KEMCO AMERICA, Inc.'s Factory Service Center.

TO RECEIVE THIS REMEDY:

1. DO NOT return your defective KEMCO AMERICA, Inc. software product to the retailer.

2. Send the defective product to KEMCO AMERICA, Inc. Factory Service Center at:

   KEMCO AMERICA, INC.
   Warranty Return Center
   P.O. Box 110
   Redmond, WA 98073-0110
   (206) 556-9000
When you write to us, please provide us with your phone number and a brief explanation of what appears to be wrong with the product. The remedy provided above is your exclusive remedy if the KEMCO AMERICA, Inc. software product does not comply with this Limited Warranty.

This warranty shall not be applicable and shall be void if the defect in the KEMCO AMERICA, Inc. software product has arisen through abuse, unreasonable use, mistreatment, neglect or reasonable wear and tear. IN THIS WARRANTY IS OBLIGATIONS IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES AND NO OTHER REPRESENTATIONS OR CLAIMS OF ANY NATURE SHALL BE BINDING ON OR OBLIGATE KEMCO AMERICA, INC. ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES APPLICABLE TO THIS SOFTWARE PRODUCT, INCLUDING WARRANTIES OF AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ARE LIMITED TO THE NINETY (90) DAY PERIOD DESCRIBED ABOVE. IN NO EVENT WILL KEMCO AMERICA, INC. BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES RESULTING FROM POSSESSION, USE OR MALFUNCTION OF THE KEMCO AMERICA, INC. SOFTWARE PRODUCT.

Some states do not allow limitations as to how long an implied warranty lasts and/or exclusions or limitations of incidental or consequential damages, so the above limitations and/or exclusions of liability may not apply to you. This limited warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have other rights which vary from state to state.